**A Student’s Guide to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure by Baicker-McKee**
**Enron: Corporate Fiascos and their Implications by Nancy B Rapoport**
**In Pursuit of Attorney Work-Life Balance by Susan Saab Fortney**
**Legal Ethics and Corporate Practice**
**Miles to Go 2000: Progress of minorities in the legal profession by Elizabeth Chambliss**
**Prosecutorial Ethics by R. Michael Cassidy (Casebook)**
**Regulation of Lawyers: Statutes and Standards 2007 by Stephen Gillers (we have 1989)**
**The Law and Ethics of Lawyering 4th ed. (we have 2nd ed.)**
**Visible Invisibility (we have on order)**

A Legislative History
ABA/BNA Lawyers Manual on Professional Conduct (manual, current reports, ethics opinions) (reserve)
ALWD Citation Manual
American Bar Association Resource Guide: programs to advance racial and ethnic diversity in the legal profession
Annotated Code of Trial Conduct
Annotated Model Rules of Professional Conduct (reserve)
Bounds of Advocacy: American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers Standards
Code of Pretrial Conduct and Code of Trial Conduct
Compendium of Client Protection Rules
Compendium of Professional Responsibility Rules and Standards
Criminal Defense Ethics 2d
Dear Sisters, Dear Daughters
Fordham law Review v. 67 #5
Fordham Law Review v. 74 #3
Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics v.17 pt.2
Handbook of Texas Lawyer and Judicial Ethics
Journal of the Legal Profession v.26-27
Judicial Conduct and Ethics
Law of Lawyering
Lawyer Law
Lawyer’s Guide to Balancing Life and Work
Legal Ethics by Rotunda
Legal Ethics: Law Stories (reserve)
Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement
Model Rules of Professional Conduct 2006 (reserve)
Modern Legal Ethics (reserve)
Oklahoma Bar Journal v.78 #4
Oklahoma Statutes Annotated, T5
Oklahoma Statutes v. 1 (Titles 1-12)
Practitioner’s Guide to the Oklahoma Rules of Professional Conduct (reserve)
Professional Lawyer v.17 #3
Professional Responsibility (black letter outlines)
Professional Responsibility: a student’s guide 2005-06
Professional Responsibility: Examples and Explanations
Professional Responsibility in Criminal Defense Practice
Prosecutorial Misconduct
Restatement of the Law 3d: the law governing lawyers (reserve)
Texas legal Malpractice and lawyer Discipline
Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics (reserve)